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U S I N G  B E H A V I O R A L  E C O N O M I C S
I N  R E C R U I T M E N T  P R O C E S S

Shraddha Suman Rath

Behavioral economics in simple words is applying psychological insights to economic theory with the goal

of better explaining why people don't always make rational or expected decisions. Nobel laureates Daniel

Khaneman and Amos Tversky theorized that the human brain has two systems to navigate through

thousands of decisions we encounter every day. System one is for the familiar, the known and it allows us to

react quickly. Think of going to your usual grocery store; you know where everything is and you can be out in

15 minutes. In the corporate world, we can refer to this as "work mode." For recruiters, work mode is

discussing salary, interviews and job offers. System two is for new stimuli. With new stimuli, we need time to

process the information. The process requires more thought, effort and time. Now, think again of going to

the grocery store but instead, going to an unfamiliar one. That shopping visit will most likely take longer

because the store layout and some products are likely to be different.

When interacting with candidates, it's important to be aware that they will be in the system two mindset,

that is - needing time to process information, ask questions, think, and decide. In this situation, the

recruiters should try to break out of "work mode" (system one) and think from the candidate's perspective

(system two).

 

We all rely on rules of thumb to make decisions. These are shortcuts based on past experience, underlying

biases and preferences that help us navigate a fast-moving world. 

In behavioral economics, these are called heuristics. There are many heuristics but a few are particularly

relevant for talent acquisition:

 

Anchoring

Used when people estimate a number, like salary for example. One random number can arbitrarily affect

how people evaluate other scenarios.

6 x 5 x 4 x 3 = ____?

3 x 4 x 5 x 6 = ____?

The placement of the first number has been shown to affect our estimate or guess. How can we apply this

concept to recruiting? When discussing compensation, base salary comes to mind first for most candidates.

Recruiters can use this opportunity to discuss total targeted compensation (TTC). TTC can help match an

anchor number if a candidate currently lives in a more expensive market or it can help elevate the value of

our opportunity.

The theme is brought out in the words of our students. Articles rooting from research and opinion, this section
will speak directly about the theme and aspects in direct relation to it.
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Automated Notes

According to Beamery, 60% of applications go unfinished. What if we sent text messages to nudge

candidates to the next step? Most applicant tracking systems have an opt-in feature allowing personal or

automated notes to be sent to candidates by simply urging them to take one next step. It is non-

confrontational and it works for colleges and universities to keep incoming freshmen involved in the process

by preventing students from ghosting before orientation. Georgia State University implemented a texting

program to keep new students engaged in the orientation, financial aid and onboarding processes.

 

Blind Auditions

Blind auditions were implemented. Those auditioning played behind a curtain and decisions were made on

sound and ability only. Applying this concept to recruiting – consider giving hiring managers anonymized

resumes:

·        Delete or block the applicant's name from the resume or application

·        Require the initial review to be based on merit only

Companies using this approach now include Deloitte, HSBC, The BBC and more. GapJumpers is a company

that helps clients anonymize resumes. Their data finds that this act increases the chances of minority and

female applicants being offered a first-round job interview by around 40%.

 

 

By applying some of these insights from behavioral economics to the candidate decision-making journey,

recruiters may be able to build better trust and relationships with candidates and put them in a place to

make better and more informed decisions.

After applying these insights, be sure to test and measure results. When we find those practices and

insights that work best for recruiters and candidates,  the difference is seen and candidates may feel the

difference with better candidate experience.

Shraddha Suman Rath

Through obtaining rich experience and continuous learning I aspire to be a
dynamic and successful professional
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H R  C A T A L Y S I N G  C U L T U R E  T O
A C H I E V E  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Josephine Jemima

As part of the changing world, every organization is aiming to transform into a better version of itself to be

competitive and create an impact on society. The transformation of the organization involves not only the top

leaders to act and initiate change but it also requires every employee to embrace change and perform in

their work.

 

This process does not stop with defining the objectives of change and communicating it down the ladder,

rather it moves a step further and requires every employee to understand its importance and work towards

achieving the goal. This change would in turn require effort, time and dedication on the part of the

employees which is not easy. The fear of change and an improper decision can lead to a downfall and a

situation may arise which is exactly opposite to what the organization planned. This hindrance can be

addressed only by the HR managers’ who take proper steps to act as facilitators and drive change in the

organization. They act not only as facilitators but also play the role of a change-agent. They focus on

bringing the initiative into place by planning and directing along with the consultation from the top

management.

 

When planning to implement change a bottom-up approach is followed, a plan is made to navigate the

course by aligning this strategy to the transformation and at the same time not compromising on work. This

plan is now infused into the organization culture to bring about change. It is necessary to foster a healthy

culture which can easily adapt to changes. The following defines how HR people enable change through the

culture.
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Know what’s in practice
It is difficult to know the culture of an organization at a single glance and what lies at the surface does not

give a clear indication of what is happening. They, then dive deep into the structure and built relationships

with employees to know the true essence.

 

Initiate progress by small increments
Once the set culture is identified it would not be possible to change overnight. There are small steps taken

which would help to improve and refine the work environment. This can be done by changing the roles and

responsibilities. Once, these are seen a successful it increases trust and lays the foundation for the major

changes.

 

Implement the ideas
This phase is the most crucial one as it puts into practice, the plan which was developed. The employees

are encouraged to take risks and change current practices. Every employee is then encouraged to give

feedback and is ensured full support from the HR and the top management.

 

Measuring the progress
The change is implemented, now it is time to see results. The opinion driven aspects are now changed and

the focus is on the data-driven aspect to measure changes. The results are communicated to all levels to

show positive change and inspire everyone to work hard.

 

Maintain the momentum
As the organization embraces the new culture it is necessary to set a path for its continuity. The sustenance

can be achieved if the employees are recognized for change, given continuous training and developed to

anticipate further changes.

 

With this process in place, HR is enabled to shape the culture and transform the people who guarantee a

better workplace.

 

People tend to forget themselves being engrossed in work, I would like to impact the
lives of people in a positive way by creating a workplace in which they are able to
identify the purpose  and value themselves along with their work. Josephine Jemima
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H R  I S  P O W E R

Edrine Reachel Dsouza

Human resources are individuals who make up an organization, company or economy's workforce. An

organization's human resources department manages human resources, oversees multiple elements of jobs

such as compliance with labour law and employment norms, managing staff advantages, and certain

aspects of recruitment. Within an organization, HR is a function that focuses on hiring, handling and

guiding individuals who work there. Human Resource Department addresses problems linked to

compensation, performance management, growth of organizations, security, wellness, benefits, the

motivation of employees, training, amongst many other tasks. HRM plays a strategic role in handling the

culture and environment of individuals as well as the workplace. If efficient, it can make a significant

contribution to the general direction of the business and the achievement of its goals.

 

While a specified HR department may perform a big amount of tasks for a business, most of the duties

placed at its feet (particularly those specifically employed for handling) can be reduced to six

fundamental tasks:

 

Strategically tracking candidates and recruiting — it is the task of HR to provide the business with

skilled, credible talent.

 

Managing advantages & time off — it is also the responsibility of HR to handle schedules, time off and

advantages such as health insurance.

 

Training executives and staff — part of what makes HR so precious is that they can help raise the

workforce, train executives to be better leaders and train staff to have a deeper, broader skill set.

 

Streamlining the on-boarding processes— not every business atmosphere is one that you can jump into

with both feet and remain afloat; some companies have a steep cultural learning curve, and it's HR that

guides the recruits through this.

 

Resolving inter-office disputes— HR specialists receive specialized training to mediate disputes

between staff and management.

 

Legal issues— finally, HR specialists are accountable for ensuring compliance with labour and

employment legislation and managing discrimination and harassment complaints.
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All these tasks tend to expand rapidly as businesses add employees and it doesn't take long before

handling them becomes a task in themselves.

That being said, some owners and executives are still trying to do it alone. Trying to do both their job

(which can be extremely technical and/or time-consuming) and the work that is usually allocated to

human resources. The issue with this approach is that HR functions are often left secondary to duties that

affect the bottom line more directly.

 

Changing the perspective makes us understand better what the situation will be like without an HR in an

organization. Without managing human resources, you are likely to use some type of a fire-and-forget

work listing. Whether it's placing an ad in the journal, copying it into a few internet work boards or just

hanging a "Help Wanted" sign in the window. If you're just throwing the listing out there, chances are you're

not giving the attention it requires to the real interview and recruiting process, resulting in not attracting

the correct talent and not employing the correct staff. Alas, there is no business that can afford poor hires.

Just as the generations replacing the Baby Boomers are looking for significant advantages such as

adaptive health care coverage and flexible scheduling, they are also looking for advancement possibilities.

In reality, to take employment that suits their long-term objectives, they take important pay reductions.

Without an HR specialist around to make sure they get the training and mentoring they need to prepare for

progress, they are as likely as not to leave the vessel. 

 

Besides, most of the staff are dissatisfied with the onboarding method of their company and a poor first

impression can lead to a number of problems along the way. More often than not, the issues of the

onboarding process are unresolved unless there is someone specifically allocated to the assignment and

there is rarely anyone in the business who has time to focus on the issues of onboarding except the  HR

experts. Toxic job settings are also a problem in the organization. It can harm your health seriously.

Whether it's friction between colleagues, a boss who won't listen or a corporate culture that has grown

downright malignant, it is all taking a toll on your workers. Without an HR plan to assist enhance the culture

of the business and moderate office disputes, staff disengagement and turnover rates will remain high.

 

Now, who has both the experience and the time to set things right in an organisation? The HR

professionals, of course. No matter how good or innovative the product or the service a company produces

or provides or how strong a business plan is,  HRs are definitely like the tiny fibers that make up the fabric

that wraps the organization and protects it. HR is power.

To be a competent HR professional, by best utilizing my skills and education
effectively wherein I contribute positively towards the growth, development and
uplifting of the community and contributing to the societal and planetary needs Edrine Reachel Dsouza
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T R A N S F O R M I N G  C H A N G E  B Y
T R A N S F O R M I N G  C U L T U R E

Mandeep Saluja

No business can survive in today’s competitive world without having the will to transform and take risks.

For organizations to succeed in their strategic transformation plan, consistent communication and people

strategies are important at every level. Though the leadership of every organization decides the core

transformational values, culture and functions, it remains a failure until the same is accepted and

followed by each and every employee of the organization. Human Resources or the People Resources are

the strategic partners in implementing and executing the highest impact on the organizational culture.

There is a new meaning attached to the transformational culture which includes the collaboration of core

business support functions. This helps a company to transform the way it works through simplifying

processes, redesigning a new organization, business process re-engineering and driving a new culture to

embrace the new organization.

 

If we look at today’s scenario, the Human Resource function is not constrained within the traditional

selection and recruitment process. Moreover,   human resource personnel is now addressed as “change

managers” or “change agents” in various organizations. They are the strategic business partners,

employee advocates and champions for change. 

There is no doubt that start-ups, as well as the big firms who make it to the Fortune 100 list face a lot of

complexity. The organizations don’t think of managing a team as a linear or analytical activity but it is

pursued more as a patient, creative and insightful complexity thinking phenomenon. Many employees

want to transform and change but don’t have the authority, power, permission or even the rules or

structure to do so. Human Resources can strive the change with the help of an approach which is

“Fearless Change”. 

 

The approach talks about how employees will work and show productivity if they are not restricted to

certain rules, structure, regulations to perform their tasks and responsibilities. A formal organization often

leads to resistance to change. The approach of “Fearless Change” lets people leverage the informal work

chart. This approach is perfect to motivate and inspire change agents.

 

A company who has set an example for being the most desirable company that welcomes transformation

is Google. As employees of Google can bring their dogs to work, the company’s policy gives employees a

basic set of guidelines that involve cleaning up after the dog and so on. This is done keeping allergic co-

workers in mind.
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Corporates are talking about forward-thinking practices for standing out in terms of culture and to be

a change-making organization. It is a must for the change agents to be adaptive, resilient,customer-

centric and be able to quickly respond to the directions. The professionals who excel in these

competencies help the organization to transform in the areas of organizational development, talent

management and development. It also helps in the strategic utilization of employees potential to

achieve organizational goals and objectives.

 

People analytics can also be used for transforming change in organizations. The main domain of

people analytics is to make better HR decisions by solving business issues. With the help of

engagement data, People Analytics can help in identifying the areas of resistance among the

employees. One remarkable insight can be found in Harvard Business Review that talks about social

media analytics as an example of HR Data usage in change management. The use of data and

analytics can add more value to the process of transformation. 

 

The most important thing to take into account while transforming is to implement such changes that

really last. According to data gathered by the Harvard Business Review, 70% of the transformational

decisions fail. The top Leadership does implement change but they fail to be a role model for the

employees. The mantra is not to do more but take decisions that stay, make an impact and create

value.

 

The key to success for the right transformational culture is to find out what works for your company

because it is not essential that the practices that worked for one company will work for another

company as well. It is the moral obligation of the employer to make sure that people look forward to

come to innovative work-culture every day. The stronger the culture for transformation created by the

people resources, the less corporate process a company needs. When the human resource personnel

becomes successful in framing a strong culture system, the employers can trust the employees to do

the right thing and that’s the first step for transformation.

Taking Human Resources for my professional journey is one of the best decisions of my life. I
always had a thought that business don't serve customers but employees serve customers. I
always want to create value, build strong relations, incorporate change and I guess nothing can
be better for this than to be working with the heart of the organization - Human Resource. Mandeep Saluja
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H R  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Rakshitha

HR is undergoing intense and profound change. Once considered as a support function that delivered

employee services, HR is now being asked to help lead the transformation sweeping organizations

worldwide. In today’s climate, it is largely recognized to deliver a people’s strategy which meets the needs of

today’s VUCA world. Organizational plans and approaches need to be agile, forward thinking and joined up.

For HR to shift from a support function to a strategic business partner, it requires a great team, supported by

the wider business that is clear on its objectives and values by taking a partnership approach with other

departments. Taking a transformational approach is not to underestimate the transactional value of HR.

Transactional tasks have to be delivered in a transformational purpose. For a transformational HR, it should

be involved in activities that are strategic, forward thinking, proactive and comprehensive in nature. These

initiatives should transform the organization and be an important contributor to the firm’s future.

 

A growing number of organizations are inculcating transformational methods primarily with the aid of digital

technology. This change is brought about in three major aspects.
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D                                where in organizations drive new management practices, a culture of innovation

and sharing and a set of talent practices that facilitate a new network-based organization. 

 

                                  in which organizations design a working environment that enables productivity;

uses modern communication tools and promotes engagement, wellness, and a sense of purpose.

 

                    organizations change the HR function itself to operate in a digital way, use digital tools

and apps to deliver solutions, and continuously experiment and innovate.

 

The concept of Design Thinking has also gone mainstream. Employee experience is the need of the hour.

Using this framework, HR programs are designed keeping employees in the main focus, rather than

delivering HR programs designed around business processes. The aim is that everyone should contribute by

constantly thinking about ways of improving employee experience. The tool reveals perceptions from the

user’s point of view, and by forcing research that looks at both emotions and reason, it gets a truly people-

centric view of a situation. For an HR leader, design thinking tools offer a powerful methodology to build a

culture of ideation and experimentation necessary for success in today’s context. The hope is, when these

leaders become design thinkers themselves, they can then start curating such an experience that is

transformative, both for themselves and for the organization as a whole enabling HR initiatives that would

help engage and retain the talent in the organization.

Digital workforce

Digital workplace

Digital HR
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Finally, through data driven visions and exceptional organizational knowledge, HR leaders are making

a huge impact in the firm. HR can leverage this Design Thinking approach and digital HR

transformation by creating cross-functional task-force teams to design experiences related to on

boarding, learning, candidate experience, performance management, recruiting and in general to

every single HR practice. The organizations which are taking advantage of these insights in their

strategic planning are already strengthening their businesses, relationships internally and externally

and earning the benefits. This philosophy will allow employees to be resourceful; adopt technology and

creativity to grow and ultimately contribute to the organization in the best way possible.

 

Event Management field has always fascinated me. Delivering events on time, within budget
that meets expectations is one thing that I always wanted to do. I aspire to be a dynamic event
manager to empower myself and make a positive contribution in the industry Rakshitha
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“We are but average musicians and singers. Truly, none of us can play a solo”- a quote by one of my

favourite music bands; Masterplan in their recent 10th year anniversary video. It is an example of how we

can overcome our individual weaknesses when we choose to work with a team and how that very

weakness can be channelized exactly when it is needed for taking the team to new heights. 

My interest in HR was piqued by a similar instance. In my undergraduate college, a club I was a part of had

a tradition to host a program; be it a dance or a music show or a theatre play for every public event

happening in the college. The best part was that the first event of the year, most probably the Union Day

would be entirely acted out by the Junior batch and the Seniors would be there just to support them. After

almost a week of getting permission, arranging classrooms and people for the show the first time, I could

finally watch their performance on the event day. The juniors, at that time, put on such a show that the hall

of almost 2000 people gave a loud standing ovation for the team. I was wonderstruck at how a team of

such ordinary people could perform something so extraordinary.

That might be what is called “the people power of transformation”. An unexplainable phenomenon where

normal people show exceptional behaviour. Now, these are all small events in the life of a single person.

There are bigger and better examples of people who have changed whole societies by their will power.

When Mother Theresa had said “If you can’t feed a hundred people just feed one” who knew its

repercussions would spread throughout the world and thousands of young people would dedicate their

entire lives to her mission.

Perhaps that is why corporates recognise the potential of people and have a dedicated Human Resource

(HR) Team to build their capabilities. In my Summer Internship too, I witnessed it firsthand. Having worked

on a project in HR Automation, my biggest finding was that you could roll out the best technology of the

times and yet people would not accept that change if you do not have proper “change agents” in your

organisation. The HR team would act as a catalyst between technology and your people, listen to their

problems and show them the benefits of the technology and urge them to adopt it. It is truly amazing to

note that without the people aspect, no automation process could ever be truly successful.

 

SECTION 2

THE FLIP SIDE

 

T H E  P E O P L E  P O W E R  O F
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Felix Aby Mathew

This section takes a hardened look at the HR world from a different perspective. We bring to you a state of not
just speculation but of feeling as well

an experience of unlearning
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What this process entails is another fascinating question. A recent McKinsey report states that people

transformation is possible only with the investment of the top management and in successful

transformations, employees in every role tend to be more engaged, especially at lower levels of the

organization. This is particularly true in the case of a US airlines, which increased its customer satisfaction

rates by focusing on the frontline staff. While its peers were giving more importance to training pilots and

air hostesses, this company chose to train the staff which were approaching the home of customers to pick

up their baggage. By training them on their soft skills, the company managed to increase both their repute

and business in the market.

Another more familiar example is of the digital transformation of Microsoft. When CEO Satya Nadella took

over in 2014, the company began a shift towards its cloud networking systems. It moved the focus away

from traditional software to a more fluid cloud system for both personal and enterprise use. Instead of

shying away from partnerships like it had in the past, Microsoft changed course to build relationships with

other software and technology companies. This changed its public view as well. Microsoft went from being

seen as an outdated or stagnant company to a forward-thinking cloud solution. As it proves itself with more

deals and growth, Microsoft’s star continues to rise, all because of the initiative of one person in the top

management.

Industry experts and academicians both agree that of the different steps to ensure successful

transformation, a learning mindset and a holistic integration is common among all approaches. New skills

will need to be bought or built, and L&D and business leaders must invest in employee development. L&D

and HR must pay attention to how employees are equipped to use the new systems, learning-empowerment

tools and must also encourage and enable them for self-learning and self-servicing. HR transformation must

also involve a holistic integration of all talent management and business processes. HR must work closely

with business functions and the IT team in particular to enable this enterprise-wide integration.

I believe that the power of people transformation is a concept that has affected each one of us knowingly

or unknowingly. From the lives of our parents, the cartoons that we have seen growing up, the friends we

had or are having; we see how mankind evolves with each experience or each beautiful puzzle they come

across. We might be hardwired to find inspiration from such people and things. Maybe that is what makes us

Picasso’s of our own beautiful canvases; our lives.

To be that someone in the workplace who has a constant smile, an ear to lend and
a helping hand, so as to build and develop the capabilities of people around me

Felix Aby Mathew
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We aim to tell you the story of individuals who have inspired their peers and successfully left an impact as a
result of their talent, drive and natural ability to connect to the people around them.

Jyotheeshwar V
“Life is not a problem to be solved but a reality to experience”

A man who stands up for what he believes and conducts himself with honest confidence and an unpretentious

air. He takes pride in being himself and refuses to let the world around him alter that equation. The human of

the Business Analytics stream, Jyotheeshwar is a jovial, mild mannered individual who insists that the people

around have a good time with laughter of their own. A firm believer that the world should strive to be the

reason that someone smiles or feels loved and practices what he preaches on a daily basis. ‘The goodness of

people is never hard to find’, says Jyotheeshwar as he laughs at our curiosity on his take on life.

His humility is evident as he states that he believes that he hasn’t achieved anything big enough to speak

about just yet. With an analytical brain fine tuned for reasoning, critical thinking and strategic decision

making, Jyotheeshwar drives the analyst in him to be an exceptional professional regardless of what activity

he is involved in. His original dream of doing his MBBS was cut short when he was told not to do it. He

struggled with this as it was his primary goal which he was working towards for several years. However, his

perseverance and will power saw him pull through. With his process of always setting short term objectives for

himself, he absorbs an astounding amount of inspiration for his brother. Clearly stating that his brother has

always been his constant support and guide, Jyotheeshwar credits him for teaching him various aspects of

life. We see Jyotheeshwar ploughing forward with a clear goal to brand himself and help in accelerating the

world advance in innovation and development.

Humans of MBA

b u s i n e s s  a n a ly s i s
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Sameeha Saleem Sheikh
“Whatever happens is the wish of God and he wishes the best for me.”

The epitome of all-rounder, Sameeha Sheikh stands for the values of a true simpleton with pleasures

that glorify human values. A renowned extrovert and an amiable assistant, it is not uncommon for

Sameeha to brighten up your day when you see her traipsing through the corridors with her backpack

in place and her smile as wide as the Nile. With several accomplishments behind her, Sameeha takes

pride in every milestone of her life that has gotten her to where she is right now. The free-spirit within

her beams at her past glory in sport ranging from swimming to badminton to even shot putt. Her

affiliation for a variety of fields that pique her interest would amaze anyone who is privileged enough

to get to know her. A calligraphy award winner and a poetry writer, Sameeha has taken to exposing

herself to a variety of activities.

 

Inspired by her parents and her teachers, her appreciation for the noble act of the willingness to teach

and shape young minds is reflected in her own enthusiasm to always learn something new. Sameeha is

no stranger to trials and tribulations; experiencing a dark set of years which saw her needing to

overcome issues in regard to not performing as well as she knew she could in academic subjects and

also dealing with thoughts that she was a bit of a burden to her family and the world around her. In

turning to Prophet Mohammed, Sameeha found peace and contentment. She understood that all she

needs to be is the best version of herself and the route to a solution for every issue is best done

through love. With a solid stance on her decision to not set a determined long term goal, she states

that she ‘see(s) no point in dreaming too far ahead. When we cannot predict, we live or die in the next

moment’. As long she discovers a way to give back to society, she will consider herself content as she

voiced thoughts about possibly turning to teaching eventually. Sameeha is a simple soul who allows

the joys of the world to inspire her; don’t forget to allow that wide smile of hers to brighten up your day

when you see her next in hallways.

l e a n  o p e r a t i o n  sy s t e m
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Subash S
“Nothing is permanent in this world.”

This is the motto that Subash swears by and precisely what we ought to draw inspiration from. Subash

is the living testimony of the fact that perseverance and will-power will earn you what you deserve. His

determination earned him a new phone in his 12th grade on the fruitful results of his examination, as

promised by his father, despite his presumption that he would not be able to rise to victory. His

conviction has enabled him to turn things around, proving that with a dash of dedication, one can go a

long way. An event gone wrong in the second year of his college, that he assumed would be his

downfall, proved to be his triumph the following year, when he was able to prove to the college and

himself in the same event that if he kept trying, he was bound to succeed. Alongside his ability to

adapt to his constantly wavering environment, he deems problem solving to be one of his most

valuable skills. Subash inspires us to aspire like him, an aspiration to be an entrepreneur in the farming

field. He staunchly believes in sharing with the farmers their share of the profits, profits which are not

reaching the farmers because of the presence of middlemen, who take more than their cut. He wishes

to bridge the gap between the farmers and the people, ensuring justice to all.

 

When asked who is that one person who never fails to inspire him, Subash answered that his father has

always been his inspiration. His father has been his hero since he could remember; there wasn’t a time

where he couldn’t recall imitating his father, hopeful to be just like him. The struggles that his father

has been through from losing his father at a young age and learning how to take care of his family at

the young age of 18 to juggling between having a family and pursuing a degree has inspired Subash to

become the man that he is.

f i n a n c e
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Niyati Chatwani
“Live life at its fullest but try to be as considerate of the small things and people around you as possible.”

A kind heart who is here to change the world, Niyati has a dream and anyone who interacts with her

knows that it’s much larger than you and I. Her love for animals shapes her ambition and there is no

denying that her drive comes from a place of purity and empathy. A student who has faced

tremendous difficulty in pulling through everyday given her health, she is the face of perseverance.

When asked about her biggest accomplishment, she recounted in beaming fashion her experiences in

rescuing animals. Tracing back to her philosophy of always being considerate, Niyati finds immense

happiness in being there for these animals in their time of need. She propagates the feeling of

contentment attained from assisting animals and the downtrodden. This goes hand in hand with her

ultimate goal which is to open an NGO for the stray, sick and abandoned animals as well as rescue as

many as she can from slaughter houses.

 

Niyati is driven by the ideals of her mother and her grandfather, both of whom have taught her to ‘get

up when life throws you down and never to give up in situations which seem like the end of the world.’

She proudly states that she will always fight for what is right and never shy away from speaking her

truth. An inspiration in many ways, Niyati has influenced the belief of several of her peers to keep

moving forward and always strive for the best in you.

m a r k e t i n g
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Stephen Thomas
“Think simple. Be simple.”

Armed with humility in the heart and to make something big on his own, Stephen is a guy next door

with dreams in his mind and aspirations in his back pocket. He is the personification of the quote “if life

throws lemons at you, make lemonade out of it”. The journey was definitely not an easy one but with

his loved ones by his side, especially his mother, he has been able to face the difficult situations in his

life. His mother has been his hero through thick and thin. He says that the struggles in life teach the

importance of the little things that one usually takes for granted. A memory that he fondly remembers

is the time when he worked at a petrol pump which made him self sufficient to pay his own hostel fees.

The acute pain in his heels by standing the whole day in the humid Kerala heat made him realise the

agonies of people and work that is often undermined.   For him, work is worship. Although he quite

candidly admits that he is not a big fan of academics, he puts his best foot forward in accomplishing

the real vision behind him taking HR, i.e, helping people in distressed situations. 

 

Stephen had always dreamt of joining Christ for MBA and it would not have been possible without his

dedication to fulfill his dream.He considers himself blessed as he has two people in his life who have

continuously supported and encouraged him at every roadblock that he has faced.   His uncle is his

guide, motivator, support and pillar of strength. The other is M.C Jacob who helped him to come out of

his closed shell and gave him the courage to talk to people and voice his opinions effectively.

Stephen's biggest dream is to become a film producer, a dream which he has been working towards

since he was a teenager. His love for the cinema, especially the Malayalam actor Mohanlal, is quite

evident when he communicates with his peers. But for now, he is quite happy and satisfied with sipping

his hot cup of tea with his group of friends at Nandini.

H U MAN  R E S O U R C E S
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